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In accordance with section 1.1.5. of the Editorial Norms of the Revista Chilena de Derecho, available on its 

website www.revistachilenadederecho.uc.cl, the subscriber or subscribers of this letter declare their 

commitment to the following: 

 

1. That the manuscript that will be submitted for consideration to the Revista Chilena de Derecho:  

 

(i) follows the editorial policy of the journal and its thematic areas, that is, that the manuscript 

is framed within one of the following categories (select only one of the areas): 

 

Administrative Law  

Canon or Ecclesiastical Law  

Civil Law  

Commercial Law  

Constitutional Law  

Criminal Law  

Environmental, Mining, and Water resources Law  

Family Law  

History of Law  

International Law  

Labour and Social Security Law  

Natural Law and Philosophy of Law  

Pedagogy of Law and the Legal Profession  

Political Law  

Procedural Law  

Roman Law  

Tax and Economic Law  

Theory of Law  

Law and technology  

 

(ii) is original and unpublished, and it is not partially or totally available, either in physical or 

digital form, and it is not pending acceptance or publication anywhere else. 

 

In the case that the work is available in any digital medium, including, but not limited to, 

any presentation in seminars, conferences, sessions, etc. (whether it is available as a 

summary or as PowerPoint slides, whether in a preliminary or final version); drafts available 

in online platforms (such as Academia.edu o SSRN); opinion columns; works submitted to 

earn an academic degree (such as bachelor’s, master’s, or doctorate), etc., I declare that the 

only digital media in which this work is available is/are the following:    

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________. 

 

In reference to this declaration, the author(s) expressly accept that the submitted work can 

be analyzed using computer programs designed for that purpose (for example, “Turnitin”) 



and that the results of such analysis will be considered in the assessment of the originality 

and previous availability of the text. 

 

(iii) is not part of a report or a legal opinion, and its content is not primarily based on a report or 

a legal opinion, regardless of whether the report has been presented before courts or in 

administrative procedures. 

 

2. That the work will not be simultaneously submitted for consideration to other publications, whether 

partially or in full, to any physical or digital media, while the editorial process of the Revista Chilena 

de Derecho is currently pending. 

 

3. That the submitted work does not include any content that is being submitted to other publications as 

part of more extensive works, with the exception of the following: 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

4. That they know and accept the terms and conditions contained in the Editorial Norms of the Revista 

Chilena de Derecho, as well as those included in its “Manual of Ethical Norms and Good Practices,” 

both of them available on the website of the journal, and that the submission is in compliance with 

all formal and substantive provisions contained therein. 

 

5. That, in particular:  

 

(i) the manuscript strictly complies with the Editorial Norms, especially in relation to the 

formal rules pointed out in its Section “2. Norms about format and style”. 

 

(ii) they know and accept the editorial process to which their manuscript will be submitted, 

which is described in Section 1.2 of the Editorial Norms, and that, in the case that the work 

is accepted for publication, they will subscribe the editorial contract referred to in Section 

1.3 of the aforementioned norms. 

 

(iii) They know and accept the norms about academic endogamy, as well as the prioritization 

criteria for the publication of manuscripts, the estimated review timings, and the rules for 

interpreting the editorial norms, referred to in Sections 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 of the Editorial 

Norms.    
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